
THE MOORDOWN AND REDHILL 'LONGHOUSES'

What were they?... where were they?.....

 Is this an example of the 'Long Houses' ?.... the (undated) photo simply says 
'Thatched Cottages, Redhill'

Alex McKinstry has uncovered a fascinating snippet about the Moordown Long Houses
from an article in the Bournemouth Observer from February 1883. 
The vicar of Moordown St. John's - the Rev. Towle - made an appeal for funds to help
those left homeless, after  a fire at the Long Houses in Moordown..... 



In his follow up a few days later, Rev. Towle thanked those who were able to help, and lists
the sums involved.....

It seemed an interesting idea to try and discover more about these Long Houses......
   ...what were they?... where were they?
 
We have managed to uncover a few more details.... but this one is still a 'work in progress'!

It would seem as if the Moordown and Redhill  Long Houses were basically  terraces of 3
or 4 adjoining simple single storey thatched cottages, which housed some of the poorer
folk of Moordown, during much of the 19th century... and possibly even later?

The 1861 census describes several Long Houses...at both Moordown and Redhill.

(You can see the actual census entries for the Long Houses on the page at the end of this
document - our thanks to Michael Stead for these).

There is additional documentary evidence to be gleaned from a copy of the 'Description of
Premises' document concerning the Tything of Muscliffe from 1897. 
Some of the names on this document (Osborn, Steele) also appear on the census return
as tenants of the Redhill Long Houses.

In addition, a solicitor's letter from 1875, concerning the owners and tenants of the 'Tything
of Musclife' in the 'Liberty of West Stour' outlines some details that also give a few clues.
(Copies of both documents at the end ...our  thanks to Alex McKinstry for those)  

Some of the cottages on that latter document are described as 'adjoining' their neighbours,
and are 'surrounded by the Poors Common at Redhill'. 
That suggests that the description is possibly of the Long Houses? 

There is also a description of the specific location of one of these  'adjoined' properties as
being 'opposite the end of Muscliffe Lane, on the road the Kingston' (Kinson)



A look at extracts from the 1870 Ordnance Survey map for the area of both Redhill and
Moordown indicates a number of suitably shaped properties.  Knowing that the premises
opposite the end of Muscliffe Lane is one such property gives us a clue as to how they
were drawn on the map.  Highlighted on the copies below  are  examples of possible
locations of the Long Houses in the 1870s.

As you can see, apart from the few 'known' buildings (the churches, the Horse and Jockey 
pub, Moordown Farm, etc) there was not a lot else in the area, other than the cottages 
dotted around... the longer ones possibly being the Long Houses?......

The full versions of these maps are available online - free to browse - at the National 
Library of Scotland (but you have to pay to  print out the complete map):

Hants (1870) -  http://maps.nls.uk/view/102343182

Dorset (1887) - http://maps.nls.uk/view/101447141



We have uncovered 3 photos that are maybe of the Long Houses - all at Redhill. 
Sadly,  they are all  undated, and it  is only possible to be certain of  the location of the
cottages shown in the first photo:

Taken from Park Lane, looking north towards what is now the roundabout at Redhill. 
Date unknown...probably early 20th century?....

Just marked 'Thatched Cottages Redhill'. Probably looking SE up Park Lane, 
towards Redhill Common .  (possibly at the location of the present Scout Hut?)



As you can see this last one is marked as a bakery, so may not be a Long House as such.
It is probably a typical example of the cottages that were dotted around Moordown and
Redhill for some 100 years before the area was developed.

The 1861 Census returns, describing the occupants of the 'Long Houses', together with
copies of the other documents described above are attached in the next 2 pages.

Our thanks to Alex McKinstry and Michael Stead for researching these documents.
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1861 Census Returns - Redhill and Moordown Long Houses



1897 Description of Premises and Occupiers 'Turbary Rights'

 Solicitor's notes 1875


